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have long access delay are greatly desirable.
NAND flash memory based SSD (hereafter, flash
SSD) is a semiconductor storage module, which is made
of arrays of flash memory elements (also called packages)
[5][9]. Each element can have multiple dies that share one
serial I/O bus and common control signals [5]. Further,
each die contains several identical planes. A plane
normally has thousands of blocks and one data register as
an I/O buffer [4]. In a Samsung 4GB flash element [4],
each block has 64 4-KB pages, which are the basic units
of read and write in flash. While reads and writes are
page-oriented, erasure can be conducted only at block
granularity [5]. A block must be erased before being
programmed (written). Flash SSD employs a software
component called flash translation layer (FTL)
implemented in SSD controller to mimic a HDD so that it
can replace a HDD without modifying operating system
[5]. Modern FTL generally accomplishes three tasks:
mapping logical blocks to physical flash pages, garbage
collecting, and wear leveling [1][3].
Flash SSDs provide a new avenue towards high
performance, highly reliable, and energy-efficient storage
systems as they have the following superior advantages
[6]. First, they inherently consume much less energy than
mechanical mechanism based HDDs [16]. Second,
because of their solid state design they are free of
mechanical movements, and thus, have enhanced
reliability [17]. Finally, they offer much faster random
access by eliminating unnecessary seek time delays and
rotation latencies [13]. Unfortunately, compared with
HDDs, flash SSDs are much more expensive in terms of
dollars per gigabyte. Therefore, integrating small capacity
flash SSDs into a VoD system to form a highperformance storage system becomes a feasible solution.
Based on our knowledge, this research is the first attempt
to combine flash SSDs with HDD based VoD systems.
In this paper, we first propose a hybrid storage
architecture for VoD systems. Next, we develop FLARE
(flash for replication), a dynamic replication strategy for
Video-on-Demand servers. FLARE improves the I/O
performance by replicating only the first few minutes of
popular videos and storing these on flash SSDs, which
have faster read speed. The rationale behind FLARE is
two-fold. First, based on the report of a recent study of a

Abstract
Flash memory based SSD (solid state disk) has quick
access time, which make it an attractive storage device
for read-intensive applications like VoD (Video-onDemand). However, flash SSD is much more expensive
than HDD (hard disk drive). Thus, we propose a hybrid
storage architecture that integrates small capacity flash
SSDs into HDDs to form a high-performance and costeffective storage subsystem for VoD servers. Further, on
top of the hybrid storage architecture, a dynamic data
replication strategy called FLARE (flash for replication)
has been developed. Inspired by the insights of a recent
user behavior investigation on a large-scale VoD system,
FLARE only makes replicas for the first several minutes
of a popular video file. A comprehensive simulation study
using a real-world trace on a validated disk simulator
demonstrates that FLARE consistently performs better
than conventional pure HDD based data striping.

1. Introduction
Large-scale VoD systems like PowerInfo [8] normally
employ a distributed architecture with more than one
million users over multiple cities. VoD systems are dataintensive in nature for two reasons. First of all, the size of
a modern video file is generally in the range from
hundreds of MBytes to several GBytes. The large size of
video files makes it difficult to manage them efficiently in
a VoD system. Secondly, a large number of users could
send requests to a VoD server from different locations
simultaneously. Therefore, a VoD server demands a highperformance storage subsystem that can not only provide
a huge capacity in the scale of terabytes but also respond
user requests promptly. Currently, rotating based
magnetic hard disk drives (HDDs) are dominant building
blocks for VoD storage systems. Although they are costeffective and can provide huge capacity, they are facing
several difficulties. For example, while disk capacity has
been increasing at a rate of about 60% per year, disk
access latency has only been improving about 10% per
year [15]. Consequently, new storage devices like NAND
flash memory based solid state disk (SSD) that do not
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a VoD system.
large VoD system [8], a significant number of users only
of a VoD system. A recent study on user behavior of a
watch the first several minutes of a selected movie [8].
large VoD system that has more than 150,000 users was
Therefore, replicas of these video clips can effectively
reported in [8]. An important observation from [8] is that
alleviate the burden of original complete video files.
the majority of sessions (52.55%) are terminated by the
Second, replicating only a small part of a large video file
user within the first 10 minutes. This evidence suggests
can substantially reduce replication cost.
that caching the beginning of a large portion of videos
can significantly improve user response time [8]. The new
discovery provided in [8] motivate us to design a video
2. Related Work and Motivation
replication strategy on top of a SSD-HDD hybrid storage
architecture such that only the first 10 minutes of popular
Many efforts have focused on balancing disk load for
videos are replicated on flash SSDs to serve at least 50%
video-on-demand systems [7][10][11][12]. Three basic
of all user sessions.
mechanisms for load management in video servers
include replication, request migration, and striping [7].
3. The FLARE Strategy
When existing copies of a video file are not able to
support additional user requests, replication of the video
file on another data source becomes necessary. Compared
3.1 VoD Architecture
with request migration that requires extra network
The architecture of the proposed hybrid storage
connection overhead, replication is more effective
system
for a large-scale VoD system is illustrated in Fig.
especially when the cost of hard disk drives has decreased
1.
Customers
are divided into regional networks and each
significantly. Disk striping technique stripes videos across
regional
network
has one or more server clusters known
multiple HDDs in order to effectively utilize disk
as
units
[8].
Servers
in each VOD unit cluster can be
bandwidth [12]. Although striping can balance the overall
categorized
into
three
different groups: application
load of the HDDs, it also lowers down the system
servers,
management
servers,
and storage servers. In each
availability in case of disk failures. The implication is
unit,
one
application
server
caches video metadata,
that the degree of striping should be limited to some
performs
authentication,
and
interacts
directly with users
extent. Therefore, it is still indispensible to create
to
schedule
streaming
requests.
The
FLARE
strategy is
multiple copies of some popular videos to fundamentally
running
on
the
application
server.
All
user
requests
will
improve system performance in terms of response time
be
eventually
forwarded
to
one
or
multiple
storage
[10].
servers, which stream video directly to the user. The
A cost-effective approach to building up a scalable
application server also balances tasks appropriately across
VoD system is to integrate a number of VoD servers
storage servers. A management server monitors all
together in a cluster. Zhou and Xu developed an optimal
servers in the VOD unit and performs accounting
video replication algorithm and a bounded video
functions. User access pattern is gathered to determine the
placement algorithm in a distributed storage VoD cluster
optimal replication for each individual video file [8]. The
[11]. Their investigations once again demonstrate that
storage system of unit 1 has two flash SSD severs and
replication is an effective way to escalate the performance
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three hard disk servers (see Fig. 1). Each flash SSD server
has a flash SSD array, whereas each hard disk sever
maintains a hard disk array.

replicas created. The heat of a disk is the sum total of the
heat of the files placed on that disk. The entire video will
always be available on the hard disk drive. The request
dispatcher maintains a record for the replicas generated. If
a replica is available for the requested file, then the first
few minutes of the request is served faster by the flash
SSD. As mentioned earlier, nearly half the requests are
terminated within first 10 minutes. In FLARE, read
requests for the first ten minutes of popular videos that
have been replicated will be served by flash SSD. Since
the read requests served by the solid state drives are faster
when compared to a hard disk drive, we propose an
algorithm where short requests are served faster by the
SSD node instead of the traditional HDD node. However,
it is important to replicate only a portion of the video file
since a video can be of several hours in length. Random
writes in flash SSDs can be very expensive. Also, the
heavy video files will take many more disks to store the
replicas. Thus, to reduce the cost of replication, both in
terms of random write costs and the cost of flash SSDs,
only a few minutes of popular videos are replicated.

3.2 Algorithm Description
In the proposed VoD server architecture, the videos
are primarily stored on the hard disks and the replicas of
the popular videos are store on flash SSDs. In FLARE,
read requests for the first ten minutes of popular videos
that have been replicated will be served by flash SSD.
Fig. 2 shows the algorithm of FLARE.
1 Sort requests in ascending order of files.
2 For every requested file, fi
3 ci = Number of requests to fi during the last N requests.
4 hi = Number of times the block was accessed / n.
5 Heat (fi , :) = hi //heat of every accessed file.
6 end for
7 For every fj in Heat
8 if hj > HEAT_MAX
9
bj = PAGE_SIZE * fj
10
fj = (hi, rep_unit, bj, :)
11
rep_file(:) = fj //Replicate file fj..
12 end if
13 if hj < HEAT_MIN && replicated_file(:)==fj
14
replicated_file(j,:.)=[]// Garbage cleaning
15 end if
16 end for
17
18 Replicate()
19 Sort fi in rep_file(:) in the decreasing order of hi
20 For fi in sorted rep_file
21 Get the no_of_replica.
22 Sort disks in the ascending order of shj.
23 Get the disk, sdj with minimum heat.
24 cnt = 0.
25 while (cnt < no_of_replica && si > rep_unit )
26
if ( ! replicated_file (fi, :, sdi) && si > rep_unit)
27
ti = current time
28
req = (bi, rep_size, ti, sdi)// SSD write request
29
replicated_file (fi, :, sdi ) = bi
30
shj = shj +hi //Add heat of the file to disk heat
31
si=si – rep_size //Add the size of a 10 min video
32
cnt = cnt + 1
33
Sort disks based on the ascending order of shj.
34
Select sdj with minimum heat.
35
else
36
Select the next disk from the sorted list.
37
end if
38 end while
39 end for

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of
FLARE by comparing it with the conventional disk
striping strategy for Video-on-Demand servers. A realworld VoD server trace [8] and a validated simulator
toolkit DiskSim [14] plus the SSD model [2] have been
utilized in the experiments. The SSD model [2] is a
package that extends the DiskSim [14] to provide basic
support for solid-state- The flash SSD used in this
simulation is a typical 4 GByte device, the Samsung
K9W8G08U1M [4]. A hard disk drive node consists of
HDD arrays. In our simulation, the disk arrays are
modeled using HP C2249A. The parameters for this disk
are in a model file provided by DiskSim [14]. FLARE
needs at least one SSD node and one HDD node.
The flash SSDs are arranged in an array in an SSD
node. Various SSD parameters can be modified. Page
size, number of disks used, number of planes are a few to
name. For the simulator to function, it is essential to set
the right parameters in the parameter file. The output of
the request dispatcher is fed into the DiskSim simulator.
The simulation output is logged into an output file in a
specified location. The output carries in detail the mean
response time of the individual component and the overall
I/O system. It also gives the read response time and the
write response time for the I/O system. It also gives us the
total number of requests handled by the system, the
system idle time and the average queue length.
To evaluate the performance of FLARE in different
levels of workload intensity, we varied the number of
input requests. The results were observed by increasing
the request size as shown in Fig. 3. One can see that an

Fig. 2. The FLARE strategy.
The number of HDD severs in the hybrid storage
system is much larger than that of flash SSD servers. The
flash SSD severs and HDD servers together form a
cluster. Each server contains disks arranged in an array.
Initially, it is assumed that all videos are placed on the
hard disks. FLARE replicates the first few minutes of a
popular video and places it on the coolest flash SSD.
Each Flash SSD is of a fixed size. It is also assumed that
there are enough disks on the SSD node to hold the
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Fig. 4. The impact of number of replicas.

Fig. 3. The impact of number of requests.
increase in the number of requests greatly improves the
performance of the requests. The difference between the
total time taken to serve the requests by FLARE and the
total time taken to serve the requests by sequentially
striped HDD nodes increases with the increase in number
of nodes. For a request size of 4000, FLARE shows 23%
decrease in the total time taken to serve when compared
to the time taken by the HDD algorithm.
The performance of the system deteriorates if many
writes are issued to the SSD node. This can be observed
in the Fig. 4. Ten minutes of a video file occupies more
than 3 MByte of data on the disk. The total time for the
I/O system to serve the requests on nodes where FLARE
is used, decreases first and then increases. This shows that
creating replica adds extra overhead to the system. An
optimal number of replicas distribute the workload among
the SSD and HDD nodes, thereby balancing the load.
However, if the number of replicas of a file is more than
what is used by the workload, then creating the extra
copies of the same file is an overhead for the system. This
issue is aggravated in the case of solid state drives since
random writes are expensive in these disks. Hence, it is
essential to create an optimal number of replicas, to
ensure that the SSD write requests do not deteriorate the
performance of the system. The number of replicas to be
created depends on the nature of the workload. If a file is
being requested frequently, it is useful to create a number
of replicas for this popular file.
Varying the load on the SSD node of the system, we

observed the behavior of HDD systems as shown in Fig.
5. To analyze the effect of upper threshold heat value we
varied HEAT_MAX and observed the performance of the
HDD node on the system. The simulated system has one
SSD node to store short duration replicas of video files
and HDD nodes to store the complete videos. Since heat
is a measure of popularity of the file an increase in the
threshold heat value, increases the number of requests to
SSD nodes and thereby increases the total response time
of the HDD nodes.
Fig. 6 shows the variation in the performance of
FLARE with respect to the conventional striped strategy
on a HDD system for varying lengths of the replicas also
referred to as replication time. The performance of
FLARE improves first and then remains almost a constant
when longer lengths of the videos are replicated. To
reduce the write costs on an SSD it is important to
manage the length of the replicated video. Longer lengths
of the replicas can deteriorate the performance as they
add redundant writes to the system. It can be observed
that the deterioration in performance is not as rapid as that
observed when the number of replica is varied. The
difference between the total response time for FLARE
and conventional algorithm is the maximum when the
replication time is twelve minutes. Beyond this the
performance decreases first and then remains a constant.
This means that beyond twelve minutes the SSD node is
losing out on its faster read benefits and the disadvantages
of slower writes are creeping in.

Fig. 6. The impact of replication time.

Fig. 5. The impact of upper threshold values.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we described the design and
implementation of FLARE, a replication algorithm on a
hybrid storage architecture for a large-scale Video-onDemand system. We compared it with conventional hard
disk drive system where data was striped and placed on
the disks in a round robin manner. We showed that by
introducing a few small capacity flash SSDs we can build
a cost-effective system that achieves high-performance in
terms of user response time. This conclusion was verified
by an experimental study using DiskSim simulator [14]
and a real-world VoD trace from PowerInfo. Simulation
results show that using a flash SSD array to store the first
10 minutes of popular video files greatly improves the
system performance. We believe that read-intensive
workloads like VoD traces can exhibit noticeable
performance improvement when FLARE was applied to a
hybrid storage architecture. In particular, FLARE
improved the performance of the I/O system by up to
23% when compared with the traditional striped HDD
system. Moreover, FLARE consistently performs better
when compared to the conventional HDD disk striping
technique. Based on our knowledge, this research is the
first investigation on integrating enterprise flash SSDs
into modern large-scale VoD systems.
In future, this work can be extended to show that the
energy can also be optimized by using flash SSD nodes
along with HDD nodes. The heat or popularity of a video
file can decide the degree of replication to further
optimize the number of replica that will be created,
FLARE can also be optimized to take into account some
popularity factors such as a new video added to the
system is requested more often that an old one. Including
these factors in determining the heat of a file may further
improve the performance of the system. This hybrid
architecture can also be extended to different types of
workloads. Small files with very frequent read requests
may improve the performances significantly.
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